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PROMOTERS TRAINING SUMMARY PROJECT
2010 – 2016

I.

INSTITUTIONAL PERSPECTIVE AND VISIONS

Kathy Bryson – SIFAT
Byron Morales has spent a major part of his time and energy in Honduras focusing on the community health promoter training
program in which SIFAT and AHMEN have partnered for the past several years. We believe that there were positive outcomes
overall for the participants and communities involved. As we draw this current partnership project to a close, we believe it would
be very helpful for all of us to have a permanent written record of the work that was accomplished through this partnership. We
trust that his personal investment as well as our institutional investments in the lives of Honduran men and women will continue to
endure for many years and will make a difference in future generations. We would like to support this time for a summary project
to recognize and celebrate what has been accomplished.
Tom Camp – AHMEN
……………………………………………… (pending)

Byron Morales – SIFAT
Some times when people think about Honduras in Latin America, they think in the same way the people questioned about Nazareth
of Jesus at those times!!! Something good from there?
It’s nothing extraordinary when we make options for places, situations and people that are OK and we can have fun… but to make
an option is to take Jesus flag and start walking with those in struggle for a better life, to join them in their dreams.
Six years ago a met a group of rare people, of those close to the extinction! It was the AHMEN Team at Limon, a forgotten
community in Honduras. I make contact with them by invitation to develop a join program SIFAT-AHMEN (ASI). After meeting them
for a week and visiting the Cusuna community I returned to the house where I stayed in Siguatepeque… It was like 3:00 AM and
with my light I observed an army of ants working hard at that time. The picture was just wonderful! And while enjoying the ants it
came to my mind the picture of the AHMEN Team that I met that week… they worked so hard in the community that I found the
best comparison with the army ants!

Since then, I have been walking with them as part of my commitment in Honduras and my responsibility with a training strategy.

The strategy works training local leadership in the communities. They attended quarterly workshops for a practical learning
program that combines theory and practice. The theory develops subject on health, social problems, environmental care,
appropriate technology and community projects. With the support of local facilitators and AHMEN Teams coming every year the so
called community agents for total health from three Departments, received a certificate after three years each group that makes
them able to work actively in their communities developing projects and community organization in order to improve their living
conditions.
We have already graduated around 140 agents from Honduran communities that are involved in this hope for a life experience
serving their families in their homelands!
To tell you the stories written by their lives in this commitment and with the active support of AHMEN Teams, here is our global
report/ journey!

II.

PROJECT SUMMARY

1. Project Description
(Begin with introduction and overview of the specific promoter training program goals in Honduras)
1.1. Training Program Purpose
The joint initiative AHMEN-SIFAT (ASI) has been a program designed to develop local capacity in the communities where several
services are provided by AHMEN. Unless the people from the communities develop the capacity to organize themselves and protect
their health and environment, an intervention will just be a relief action and no a sustainable program.
1.2. General Objective
The curriculum for Community Agents Training has been designed based on participatory and practical approach. Participatory
since the agents work together to get a new learning and skills that they can apply in their communities working. Practical because
the develop capacities to facilitate learning processes among the families and the community in general.

1.3. Specific Goals
1.3.1.
1.3.2.
1.3.3.
1.3.4.
1.3.5.

To organize training groups from rural communities committed for community development
To get a new knowledge about health from a holistic approach concentrating on prevention
To develop skills to work with focal groups, replicating the new knowledge
To promote total health concepts in the community and with local authorities
To support the agents in the design and development of community projects that benefit the health and economy of
the families

1.3.6.
1.3.7.
1.3.8.
1.3.9.
1.3.10.
1.3.11.

To develop skills for preventing HIV-AIDS and working with people living with AIDS
To promote Children and Woman’s Rights developing specific programs to prevent child and woman abuse
To work with local authorities to promote healthy communities
To participate with Government initiatives and campaigns to prevent and treat tropical illnesses
To develop a Community Agents Network
To be considered as candidates SIFAT’s International Training Program

1.4. Specific goals that were proposed for Honduras
The first initiative was in conjunction with the churches related to the Cruzadas Mission from La Ceiba but in the process
more goals were discussed and agreed under ASI initiative
1.4.1. A three years training program for the Department of Colon based in the community of Cusuna with 30 to 50
participants in agreement with the evangelical churches affiliated to the Cruzadas Mission based in La Ceiba
1.4.2. A three years training program for the Department of Yoro based in the community of Yorito with 30 to 50 participants
in agreement with the Government Health Department and two local NGOs, ALFASIC and the ……
1.4.3. A three years training program for the Department of Atlántida based in the Municipality of Cusuna with 30 to 50
participants in agreement with the Mayor’s Office

1.5. Training Program Structure
1.5.1. LEVELS
 Basic
 Intermedium
 Advanced

1.5.2. WORKSHOPS





Quarterly workshops for three days each
A total of 12 to 15 workshops to complete all the program
A total of 216 credit hours for workshops
A total of 360 credit hours for practical work

1.5.3. Project development
The design and if possible the development of a Community Project at the end of the training program

1.6. Training Methodology

1.6.1. Based in the “learning together”, working by groups during the quarterly workshops
1.6.2. Based on the “problematic pedagogy”, which promotes the critical thinking around specific community problems
1.6.3. Developing specific research in the communities during the period between every quarterly workshop
1.6.4. In-situs learning, supporting AHMEN Teams during Eye-Clinic and Medical Consultancies
1.6.5. Cooperating with the Community Health Centers
1.6.6. Working with community focal groups to practice the “learning while doing” replicating the workshop subjects
1.6.7. Replicating and applying the knowledge and understandings among their churches.

(… and then list specific sessions objectives)

III.

CURRICULA

1. Curricular net

LEVELS
BÁSIC

NTRODUCTION TO TOTAL
HEALTH

INTERMEDIUM
HEALTH
MODELS

COMMUNICATION
SKILLS

ADVANCE

ESPECIAL

BUILDING HEALTHY
ORGANIZATIONS

PLANNING, MONITORING,
EVALUATING, REPORTING

TRANSFORMATIVE
EDUCATION
THE ART OF
FACILITATION
LEADING
COMMUNITY
MEETINGS
TEAM
WORK

EMERGENCIES
RESPONSE
FAMILY ECOSYSTEM
SELF-ESTEEM

YOUTH AND
CHILDREN
GROUPS
FACILITATION

MIGRATION

THE HEALTH-ILLNES
PROCESS

COMMUNITY
HEALTH
DIAGNOSTIC

CHILD SEXUAL
ABUSE
PREVENTION

COMMUNITY
HEALTH
COMITTEE
WOMEN’S
RIGHTS

COMMUNITY
PHARMACY -1

COMMUNITY
PHARMACY - 2

INTREGRATED
CHILD CARE - 1

INTREGRATED
CHILD CARE - 2

COMMON ILLNESES
MANAGMENT

THE DECISION
THREE - 1

TRADITIONAL
MEDICINE

THE DECISION
THREE - 2

WOMAN HEALTH

HIV - AIDS

ORGANIC
GARDENS - 1

ENVIRONMENTAL
PROBLEMS

ORGANIC
GARDENS - 2

PROJECT
PROJECTS
DESIGN - 1

DESIGN - 2

ENVIRONMENTAL
CARE - 1

HEALTH AND HUMAN
RIGTHS

GENDER IN
PERSPECTIVE

CITIZENS
PARTICIPATION

PRODUCTIVE
PROJECTS

ADVOCACY
PROGRAMS

AREA: PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNICATION

AREA:

BASIC HEALTH MANAGMENT

AREA:

PROJECTS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

AREA:

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND HUMAN RIGHTS

2. Sessions Learning Goals
2.1. Basic Level
2.1.1. To understand the health from a preventive approach and not only from a curative one
2.1.2. To manage first aid and response to emergencies
2.1.3. Vital signs management
2.1.4. Applying educational methodologies when starting the replications base on Jesus model
2.1.5. Reading and explaining health from a Human Rights approach and the Bible teaching
2.1.6. Defining the focal group to work in the community

2.2. Intermedium level
2.2.1. Skills development on communication and group learning facilitation
2.2.2. HIV-AIDS knowledge and prevention actions in the community
2.2.3. Eye care and practical work
2.2.4. Attending patients to make basic diagnostic of diarrhea, stomach infection, blood pressure and tropical illnesses
2.2.5. Blood test for malaria
2.2.6. Appropriate technology: water treatment management

2.3. Advanced Level
2.3.1. Child sexual abuse prevention skills and capacity to discuss the subject from a biblical perspective
2.3.2. Working together with the Health Centers and local authorities
2.3.3. Designing community projects
2.3.4. Appropriate Technology: learning to build ecological stoves
2.3.5. Working with disabilities and understanding the need.

(Include good maps to locate the communities involved and some descriptions of the communities)

3. Training Geographical Areas Description
3.1. Colon Department
Colón is one of the 18 departments into which Honduras is divided. It was created in 1881. The departmental capital is Trujillo, and
the other main city is Tocoa. Trujillo was the site of the first Catholic Mass in the American mainland, held when Christopher
Columbus reached the Honduran shore in 1502.
Colon harbors a substantial Garifuna population and has pristine beaches and rain forested national parks. The Fort of Santa
Barbara, built by the Spaniards in the colonial era, was the site of the execution of US filibuster William Walker in Trujillo, and his
remains are buried in the city's graveyard.
The department covers a total surface area of 8,875 km² and, in 2007, had an estimated population of 284,900 people.1
Ten Municipalities belong to the Department:
1. Balfate
2. Bonito Oriental
3. Iriona
4. Limón
5. Sabá
6. Santa Fé
7. Santa Rosa de Aguán
8. Sonaguera
9. Tocoa
10. Trujillo

1

Wikipedia

Iriona is the Municipality where the workshops took place, specifically the community of Cusuna. It is basically an area base in
fishing and agriculture, although the people do not have important agricultural production they work for the big companies
dedicated to Palm Oil, sugar cane and a very important cow raising and meat commerce.
Cusuna has no electricity and the water system is a permanent need, although the community organized a project to have a water
container that is working but not enough.
The presence of evangelical churches in relevant in the area especially those affiliated to the Cruzadas Mission.
Map link

3.2. Yoro Department
Yoro is one of the 18 departments into which Honduras is divided. The department contains rich agricultural lands, concentrated
mainly on the valley of the Aguan River and the Sula Valley, on opposite ends. The departmental capital is Yoro. The department
covers a total surface area of 7,939 km² and, in 2005, had an estimated population of 503,886 people. It is famous for the Lluvia de
Peces (rain of fishes), a tradition by which fish fall from the sky during very heavy rains.2
Eleven Municipalities belong to the Department:
1. Arenal
2. El Negrito
3. El Progreso
4. Jocón
5. Morazán
6. Olanchito
7. Santa Rita
8. Sulaco
9. Victoria
10. Yorito
11. Yoro
The Department, historically, is known for harvesting mahogany and cedar trees for exportation. The area also had a cattle industry
It has been a Department with important NGO’s and projects interventions, in fact our training program was implemented with the
original involvement of 4 local NGOs and one International
Map link

3.3. Atlantida Department

2

Wikipedia

Atlántida is a department located on the north Caribbean shore of Honduras, Central America. The capital is the port city of La
Ceiba.
In the past decades the tourism took over to become the most important legitimate economic source for the coastal area. In 2005
it had an estimated population of about 372,532 people. The department covers a total surface area of 4,251 km².
The department was formed in 1902 from territory previously parts of the departments of Colón, Cortés, and Yoro. In 1910 it had a
population of some 11,370 people. La Ceiba is known as the night life city in the Atlántida department. With tourist coming from all
over the world to enjoy a nice

Caribbean weather and beach resorts, La Ceiba is the preferred destination. Another important city in the area is Tela. Similar to La
Ceiba, Tela has incredible resorts and is known for the beach parties that make this city an attractive destination. San Juan Pueblo,
a small town midway of La Ceiba and Tela is showing prosperity and quickly growing into one of the most industrialized towns.3
Eight Municipalities belong to the Department:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Arizona
El Porvenir
Esparta
Jutiapa
La Ceiba
La Masica
San Francisco
Tela

The Municipality of Jutiapa is the town selected to develop the training program in association with the Mayor’s Office.
Most of the rural population is dedicated to land production at small scale and depending of the season the home heads move to
close area to work in the sugar cane camps and return after a couple months to their homes. Access to education is better than
other like Cusuna since the city of La Ceiba is just 30 minutes away and the families can find better opportunities for jobs or studies.
Map link
(… add a description of the training participants—how they were selected, where they came from, who they are}
4. Training Participants Profile
4.1 Cusuna-COLON
The ASI initiative began here after an agreement between AHMEN and SIFAT and taking as a reference to promote the program to
the Cruzadas Mission based in La Ceiba.
After a presentation to more than 50 Pastors and Leaders from Evangelical Churches from the Colon Department, they started the
recruitment of around 70 community candidates; such number had to be limited to 50. The program counted also with the support
of the Community Board called Patronato and the MAMUGA Department that is an official representation of all the Garifuna
communities.

3

Wikipedia

The Hospital from Ciriboya community played also a very important role facilitating the health subjects and practical work for the
Agents.
Men and women were equally represented.
To say it in summary, the profile for obvious reasons was an ecclesiastical one. All the participants had some church leadership and
responsibilities. Around a 20% of them from Catholic confession, but all of them with and ecumenical spirit.
The local partner and logistic responsible was the Church of God Pastor and the church facilities, whose very good relationship and
testimony among the communities was crucial for the success of the program.

4.2 Yorito – YORO
This was our second initiative and very interesting one, because the partners here had a combined religious character and a secular
one and that is the reason why the profile of the participants were formed by a 50% catholic confession and the difference for
Evangelical confession.
Also a half of the participants came from the Secretary of Health and was already working on health fields. The other half was
youths from the local High School and community leaders.
The Catholic Church played a important role facilitatiing the building to have the first workshops and latter the High School
supported with their very good facilities.
The professional and educational profile of the group was higher than the group from Cusuna

4.3 Jutiapa - ATLANTIDA
This third experience profile was the most different to the others. The project here was developed in agreement with the Mayor of
the Municipality. They selected a number of 50 participants and contributed funding the logistic costs and the follow up team.
So the relationship in this case was not with NGOs or churches but a Government’s actor. Then the profile of most of the Agents
was educationally higher than the other two and most of them came from experiences serving the communities. We have some
nurses, police and firemen officers involved in the training.

(… note any unexpected surprises that affected training both positively or negatively (for example, sever weather, local politics, and
special community interest in topic…)
5. Success and Disrupting Factors

IV.

QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS OF ACHIEVEMENTS – downloading data already collected

(…training session dates, subjects covered, instructors for each topic, special notes about each session, names of participants in
each session names of participants who graduated from each level in each community (Cusuna, Yorito, Jutiapa)

(… names and roles and any agency affiliations of community people who supported the training effort, local people who were
formally recognized or given certificates of appreciation during graduations)

(… copies of official certificates given to final graduates of entire program to keep in their permanent student records at SIFAT)

(… list total numbers of people in each of the community trainings who participated in each session. (Example: Yorito HIV session
March 24-25: 36 health promoters and 8 community guests =44 participants) Note whether additional local people attended any of
the sessions

Include pictures of each session, pictures of participants, and especially pictures of the graduates as a group that were taken. We
would also like to have individual close-up pictures of each of the graduates as well as key community mobilizers along with their
names and registration/ individual profile sheets.

Pictures are going to be linked in every section
For the individual profiles/registration info make sure that you include demographic questions of home community, number in
family, number of children. Be sure to add: “Please list any institutions, associations or groups you participate with such as:
women’s clubs, cooperatives, churches, neighborhood associations…. (this is vital for our planning and knowing constituents
served)

V.

QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF THE PROGRAM ELEMENTS

We need close-up videos of short interviews of graduates and hand-written evaluations of graduates (you can photograph these
and send photos of them or scan them) responding to these questions and others you chose to ask: What did this training program
mean to you? What was the most important thing you learned? Did this training give you a new perspective or change you in any
way? How? How has this program benefitted you most? Have you implemented anything in your own community or in your
family? What? What did you learn about yourself? What did you learn from your fellow participants? What did you learn from the
trainers? What new knowledge about specific subjects did you learn? What would you have changed about the training program?
What suggestions to you have for future workshops topics?
We have most of the videos

Summary and Evaluation of Goals achieved: Please write your own assessment and include concrete things such as the relationship
established with MAMUGA (spelling?), and positive individual and group changes that you observed. Also, use the subjective
evaluations of the participants that you gain from your meetings , written responses, and video interviews to address the goals
achieved as well.
In analysis now

VI.

OUTCOMES

(A written detailed final report in electronic form of the community health promoter training program that Byron led in Honduras.
It should include pictures, personal stories, some hand-written evaluations/comments, and videoed interviews that can be sent via
internet)

(A final participatory meeting with Honduran program participants for program evaluation and discussion of their ideas for their
own future community work. If feasible, this should include meetings with participants from each location--Cusuna, Jutiapa, and
Yorito. Outcomes of this should be included in the final report)

CLARIFICATION:
This project summary is to focus on what has been accomplished with the SIFAT-AHMEN partnership through January 2017.
It should also include a final part that addresses next steps for the training participants/graduates themselves---what they
hope to do with what they learned, and their ideas for the future

ALABAMA-HONDURAS MEDICAL EDUCATIONAL NETWORK
“AHMEN”

MONTHLY REPORT
JULY 2017
Coordinator: Byron Morales

JUTIPA
The Agreement of Cooperation is on hand of the Mayor’s office! We basically are committing to the formation of a new
group of 50 Community Agents to start the formation in September 2017 and completing the program by August 2020
Basically what we expect as mutual agreement and each partner responsibility:
AHMEN’s Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Design and planning of the training program
Facilitation of the workshops
Organization of Facilitators Team
To manage the teaching-learning process
Provision of didactical material and sample training manuals
To manage the evaluation process
Learning and practice follow-up actions
Progress reports

PARTNER Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Candidates recruitment of the potential participants
To provide a local Coordinator
To provide copy of training manuals for every participant
To guarantee attendance of participants to every workshop
To provide the training facilities
To provide meals for the participants
To provide logistic for the certification of every training level
Participate in a follow-up joint strategy to replications of the Agents in the communities

ARIZONA
Next August the 5th. we’ll be meeting with the Mayor to discuss the draft of Agreement of Cooperation we have submitted

We’ll be meeting with the Agricultural Cooperative whose members are the potential candidates to the Community
Agents Training Program.

One of our proposals once the training starts is to request the Cooperative to facilitate a lab experience for Community
Agents from Jutiapa, Cusuna and Yorito to come to observe the quality of their organization and the successful results that
we’ll be reporting after signing the MOU.

Left: Luis Beltran from UNA, the agricultural University in cooperation with the New Sparta Municipality
Right: Mr. Edgardo Ramirez New Sparta Mayor

LA MOSQUITIA
WE continue planning the next Workshop to be held in September. As planned the subject will be related to Health and
we expect the cooperation of the medical personnel from the closest Health Center.
Keep us in your prayers to provide Wilinton the Mosquitia Coordinator during our logistic meeting in La Ceiba next
month and a not to drastic weather during the season.

SCRIPTURE UNION COOPERATION

This local partner was the one who provided educational materials to schools in Yorito.
Our relationship has continued in dialogue and exploring other cooperation venues. On July 21-23 we were invited to
provide some of the sessions and focusing in how to develop community projects.

The AHMEN’s methodology was presented during a National Church Youths Leaders Convention, and around 50 of
them were exposed to the intervention for training local capacity training the trainers and mobilizing volunteers groups
from the US to share knowledge with the local Agents.

Youths from AHMEN programs have been invited to the next Convention.

Peace and blessing for you all!

BM

ALABAMA-HONDURAS MEDICAL EDUCATIONAL NETWORK - “ASI” INITIATIVE
MONTHLY REPORT - DECEMBER 2016
Byron Morales - ASI Initiative Coordinator
UNA AND CUSUNA
After the success of the UNA Brigades in Jutiapa and Yorito, a Brigade to Cusuna was planned for the current month.
Unfortunately because of a student strike in the University that still remains looking for agreements, we had to postpone
the visit to Cusuna until next January… We’ll keep you informed. Monroy, the one in the middle, as President of the
UNA Students Association has reconfirmed the commitment with ASI initiative and the next visit to Cusuna. The Brigade
is ready for a great 2017 start!!!

JUTIPA
Community Agents continue active!!!

Sonia, the one in the center of the picture, is always looking for opportunities to keep the CAs involved with local
initiatives. Some of the Agents attended a training organize by the Mayor office related to Gender and Stop to the
Violence against women.

Dr. Jessy Guardado (in the center) is the Mayor’s wife committed with the defense of women. Along with her Sonia
Barahona, Maria del Carmen Castro, Dalia Zuniga, Gloria Chinchil… all of them trained by ASI program.

On the left, “Chichi” Rosa Dolores, the louder defender of women’s right in training with ASI…

After the training, around 100 women marched by the streets of Jutiapa making a demonstration of women’s right and the
claim against all type of violence on girls and women.

This is what has been possible to achieve this short month. We continue planning Jutiapa graduation for January the 14th!!
Peace and Blessing from Honduras!

ALABAMA-HONDURAS MEDICAL EDUCATIONAL NETWORK
“ASI” INITIATIVE

MONTHLY REPORT
NOVEMBER 2016
Byron Morales
ASI Initiative Coordinator

CUSUNA!!!
Being the first area where the ASI Initiative took place, we have been working to join the Community Agents in a
continuous way and in different ways. Every year the Rio Team from Alabama has been sharing time and testimony with
them but somehow we need to be close to them in a more systematic way.
Here we have an option: the National Agricultural University Brigades! We have already organized this support for
Jutiapa and recently to Yorito. Now and with the involvement of some Garifuna students and UNA graduates, we have
planned this month the first visit of UNA Brigades in Coordination with Gabino from Iriona, one of the Cusuna Agents
graduated in ASI Inititive Training Program. This is the planned agenda in Spanish… very easy to understand… and for a
three days training experience.

Evento Intercambio Cusuna ECA-SIFAT.
Propuesta de Jornada de trabajo
O1 al 03 de Diciembre 2016
Jueves 01
8:00 am a 12 m llegada de los compañeros y Compañeras
2:00 pm reunión con los productores y líderes comunales
Viernes 02
5:00 am a 11:00 am Gira de campo para conocer el sistema de producción desde la cosmovisión Garifuna.
2:00 a 5:00
Jornada de intercambio de conocimiento.
Sábado
Viaje de Regreso

To the left side Dixon Morales, the garifuna UNA graduated who is coordinating the visit to Cusuna and attending our
presentation about ASI Initiative and motivating the students to get involved in the training groups with their knowledge.

After this visit we’ll be working on a plan for the year 2017 and develop some concrete agricultural, environment care,
nutrition and microenterprises initiatives that the Brigades can train to develop capacity.

JUTIPA
We are close to conclude the training course completing the credits for the Jutiapa CAs to get the Diploma!

Because of time, rains, emergencies, and some other factors out of our control, we have determined around 15 Agents who
have some subjects pending to complete the credit. Planning with the Municipality Office we have started three necessary
one day workshops during November and December for all the CAs to graduate.
The past November 19 we had our first group updating with them the subject on Labor and also about Parasites.

Some of the materials were provided by the Municipality and the Health Program

We are planning two more workshops and have all the promoters ready with their credits to participate of the last
workshop Advanced level No. IV and plan the graduation ceremony no more than January 2017.

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY – ASI
The ASI Training Program has trained around a hundred of Community Agents in Yorito and Cusuna, and around 45
more will graduate from Jutiapa Program. To provide continuous formation, support with the projects they are developing
and general follow up, is not easy.
Strategically we are developing relationship with AESHUNA, the Association of UNA Graduates at SIFAT, and during
the Second National Encounter of the Association the ASI initiative had the opportunity to present some ideas and
intentions to continue with their support in a more systematic and formal coordination.
These are some of the AHESUNA students or graduates who have been supporting the brigades and will continue coming
with their knowledge and commitment to the CAs communities.

A strategic proposal was presented during the Congress of AHESUNA to continue with their visits to the CAs groups and
develop a plan to involve more and more young professionals to the communities where AHMEN has initiatives.

Juan Jose Monroy (center) is the current President of AHESUNA, and has been joining the brigades to Jutiapa Yorito and
the next one in December to Cusuna. He is waiting for a official conversation with AHMEN to discuss next year ideas and
cooperation from the Brigades!

Thanks for your enthusiasm and vision!

ALABAMA-HONDURAS MEDICAL EDUCATIONAL NETWORK
“ASI” INITIATIVE

OCTOBER FOCUS: YORITO – HONDURAS AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY COOPERATION
Byron Morales
ASI Initiative Coordinator

After the successful experience in Jutiapa with the integration of the Agricultural University (UNA) Brigade, the
cooperation continues… this month in Yorito!
The beginning of the month was celebrated with the delivery of the Educational Kits provided by Scripture Union and the
training of teachers in Yorito and communities around.

Fanny Aviles and the CAs developed the training and the Teachers received the didactical material to work with their
students in the Community Elementary Schools.

The relationship ASI-UNA, the Agricultural University of Honduras has moved now to a second visit, and this time to
Yorito: Juan Jose Monroy, Luis Beltran, Diana Martinez y Dixon Morales.

The beginning of the UNA Brigade work, was meeting with the Graduated Community Agents and some guests from civil
and political local leadership. The Brigade presented the University, Programs, Scholarship System and opportunities to
serve the CAs and the projects/needs in the communities, joining them with teaching and practical work on several rural
development fields.

Among the local leadership we counted with the presence and handwork of Ms. Maryin Gonzales, the candidate to Yorito
Major and one of the supports of the training program during the years that the strategy was developed in Yorito. Maryin

in the middle with the vegetable.
The practical training was developed in the Community of Plantel and around fifty people from the Community that are
developing Domestic Gardens attendant the teaching and all together worked in the gardens.

WE continue with the plan for Cusuna and la Musquitia the next year and designing a plan for supporting the CAs and
Communities with the technical joining of the Agricultural University.

Thanks for your crucial support and prayers!

